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Abstract— Software Engineering is an engineering discipline that is concerned with all aspects of software production including both
scientific and technological knowledge, methods, design, implementation, testing, and documentation of software. Today, a successful
software project is initially designed by individuals who follow well-defined engineering approaches to problem-solving. This paper discusses
the design of an information system related to computer retail store using thorough and strict software engineering practices and principles.
The Waterfall software development life cycle model is exploited to analyze, design, and build the proposed system through following a
development process made up of a list of phases that must be executed in sequential order. Furthermore, the functional and non-functional
requirements, in addition to the business rules, project scheduling and planning, and design specifications are to be discussed. In the design
specifications, several detailed illustrations are presented, they include drawings, diagrams, and schemas including but not limited to
Viewpoints, Context Models, Use-Cases, Data Flows, and User/System Interactions. As future work, the implementation phase is to be
tackled while showing how the design specifications can be transformed into a tangible software, database, and components through writing
algorithms, coding, and initial deployment.
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1. INTRODUCTION

When the first digital computer was invented in the early
1940s [1], the instructions that control it and make it operate
were hardwired into the computer's hardware. Later,
practitioners realized that they needed a way to separate the
hardware from the software so as to make it easier working
with computers [2]. The Von Neumann architecture [3] was
then proposed which makes distinct division between
computer hardware and software, and allows instructions to be
stored in computer's memory rather than being manually
wired into the hardware [4]. From this very moment forward,
the revolution in software design and engineering took a
different direction. Fundamentally, Software Engineering is an
engineering discipline that is concerned with all aspects of
software production including both scientific and technological
knowledge, methods, design, implementation, testing, and
documentation of software [5]. Software engineering can be
divided into sub-disciplines including software requirements,
software design, software construction, software testing, and
software maintenance [6]. Today, the majority of big
information systems are oriented toward retail and sales
industries. They mostly exhibit a combination of a relational
database, an easy to use Graphical User Interface, and software
logic. Those systems are initially designed by individuals who
follow well-defined engineering approaches to problemsolving. They include engineering models, engineering
processes, engineering project management, engineering

requirements, and engineering tools.
This paper discusses the design of an information system
related to computer retail store. Its major task is to manage and
automate the different organization business activities
including DVD rentals and sales, software and game sales, and
hardware installation and maintenance. Besides, a thorough
and strict software engineering practices and principles will be
used to build the various components of the proposed system.

2. PROPOSED SOLUTION
This paper discusses the design of a complete software
information system that reliably and efficiently automates the
whole business activities of a computer retail store. It defines
operational processes, procedures, interfaces, data flows, usecases, and computer-user interactions for employees,
customers, and business owners. The system is mainly
composed of a database where all critical data and information
are stored. Furthermore, the system features an intuitive
Graphical User Interface that manages the logic and
functionalities of the system including generating reports,
conducting queries, updating, inserting, and deleting data
records. The proposed information system can be thought as
being a Socio-Technical system [7] as it includes a data
repository, a basic interface and complete orientations and
procedures on how to use and interact with the system.
Moreover, the system can be thought as being a Critical System
as a system failure might result in an economic loss and
damages to the business. Therefore, being socio-technical and
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critical at the same time, the proposed system must be carefully
designed so as to tolerate user errors and mistakes, handle all
exceptions, endure internal faults, and provide robust
functionalities.

3. SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT LIFE CYCLE
The System Development Life Cycle or SDLC is a process
for software and system development. It comprises several
stages to execute in sequence in order to plan, design, build,
implement, and maintain an information system. This paper
employs the Waterfall model [8] which is one of many types of
SDLCs. Basically, the Waterfall model consists of multiple
stages that must be executed one after the other and transiting
to the next stage only when its preceding stage is completed.
Figure 1 shows the different stages of the Waterfall model.
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and programming. It is where the final operational software
is written and compiled into a production environment.
• Testing Stage: In this stage, verification and validation are
performed. It is the process of verifying whether or not the
implementation meets the original requirements and
specifications of the system [9]. Besides, the testing stage is
the venue for performing system debugging where bugs,
errors, and system glitches are detected, corrected, and finetuned accordingly.
• Maintenance Stage: In this stage, the developed system is reevaluated after delivery and deployment to improve its
output, correct its logical errors, and enhance its
performance and quality. Additional maintenance activities
can be carried out such as adapting system to its new
environment, adding new user requirements, and
improving system reliability [10].

4. FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS
The proposed information system should meet and comply
with the specifications and requirements already agreed on
with the business owner, that is the different business rules and
operations that govern the daily organizational activities. Next
are set of abstract requirements and business rules that would
guide the later development and design of the system.
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DVD Rental Business Rules:

Figure 1: The Waterfall Model

Fundamentally, the Waterfall model consists of five stages:
Analysis, design, implementation, testing, and maintenance:

• Analysis Stage: In this stage, system requirements are
gathered and collected from users, decision makers, and
business owners. They comprise both functional and nonfunctional requirements. The functional requirements are
those related to the logic and actual operational functions of
the system such as database requirements, interface
requirements, process requirements, and function
requirements. On the other hand, the non-functional
requirements are those related to constraints and limitations
imposed on the system such as system reliability, system
scalability, system security, system performance, and
system quality standards.
• Design Stage: In this stage, the functional and non-functional
requirements are turned into blueprints and design
specifications. It is the process of planning a concrete
solution for the software under development. It includes
software architecture design, algorithm design, database
conceptual schema, uses-cases, data and process flow
models, system interaction models, and logical diagram
design.
• Implementation Stage: In this stage, the design specifications
are converted into real executable programs through coding

• A User should first apply to a membership
 A new record is added to the Customer's Catalog
• A User select & rent a DVD
 A new record is added to DVD Rentals Table
 Quantity in DVDMovies Catalog is updated accordingly
• A User returns the rented DVD
 DVD is marked as returned in DVD Rentals Table
 Quantity in DVDMovies Catalog is updated accordingly
DVD Purchases Business Rules:
• A Supplier should first be recorded in Supplier's Catalog
 If new supplier, a new record is added to Supplier's Catalog
• The Administrator validates and accepts the offered/ordered
products
 If the ordered product is defined in the DVDMovies Catalog
 Add record to DVD Purchases table
 Update quantity in DVDMovies Catalog
 If the ordered product is not defined in the DVDMovies
 Add record to DVD Purchases table
 Add record to DVDMovies Catalog
Hardware Sales Business Rules:
• A User select & buy a hardware
 A new record is added to Hardware Sales table
 Quantity in Hardware Catalog is updated accordingly
Hardware Purchases Business Rules:
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• A Supplier should first be recorded in Supplier's Catalog
 If new supplier, a new record is added to Supplier's
• The Administrator validates and accepts the offered/ordered
products
 If the purchased product is defined in the Hardware
 Add record to Hardware Purchases table
 Update quantity in Hardware Catalog
 If the purchased product is not defined in the Hwd Catalog
 Add record to Hardware Purchases table
 Add record to Hardware Catalog
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Table 2: DVD Purchases Requirements

Programs & Games Sales Business Rules:
• A User select & buy a Program or Game CD
 A new record is added to ProgramsGames Sales table
 Quantity in ProgramsGames Catalog is updated
Programs & Games Purchases Business Rules:
• A Supplier should first be recorded in Supplier's Catalog
 If new supplier, a new record is added to Supplier's
• The Administrator validates and accepts the offered/ordered
products
 If the purchased product is identified in the Programs
 Add record to ProgramsGames Purchases table
 Update quantity in ProgramsGames Catalog
 If the purchased product is not identified in the Programs
 Add record to ProgramsGames Purchases table
 Add record to ProgramsGames Catalog
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Table 3: Hardware Sales Requirements

Following are the system functional requirements,
standardized in a tabular format from Table 1 to Table 6, which
delineate the requirements' function names, their description,
the data input source, the output results, and the complete list
of actions.
Table 1: DVD Rentals Requirements

Table 4: Hardware Purchases Requirements
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5. NON-FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS
In this section, the non-functional requirements (NFR) [11]
and constraints are defined which can be used to judge and
ensure the efficient operation of the system, and they are:

Table 5: Program/Game Sales Requirements

• Availability: The system has to endure a non-stop 16 hours
of operation a day while supporting heavy queries and
transaction.
• Reliability: The system has to sustain major system
failures, errors, and faults while coping with substantial
operations and processing. As a reliability metric, ROCOF
(Rate of failure occurrence) is the benchmark to test and
evaluate the system while in operation.
• Security: The system has to support the three pillars of
system security, namely confidentiality by means of data
encryption and user authentication; integrity by means of
cryptographic hashing and checksum; and availability by
means of redundancy, failover, and RAID architectures
[12].
• Maintainability & Ability to Evolve: The system has to
support performing a successful repair with speed and
ease within a given time without interrupting the
operational status of the system. As future requirements,
new services and business rules might be required, so the
system has to be easily updated and upgraded by add-on
modules and hot fixes without interrupting its running
operations.
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6. PROJECT SCHEDULING & PLANNING

Table 6: Program/Game Purchases Requirements

Project scheduling is a mechanism to communicate what
tasks need to get done and which organizational resources will
be allocated to complete those tasks in what timeframe [13]. A
project schedule is a well-structured document whose purpose
is to set Milestones and Deliverables to show the dependencies
between different activities. Table 7 delineates the deliverables
along with their development time and dependencies.
Table 7: Deliverables
Deliverables
Days
T1 (Identifying Business
8 Days
Situation)
T2 (Check Technology &
6 Days
Tools)
T3 (Collecting
6 Days
Requirements)
T4 (Analysis Phase)
7 Days
T5 (Logical Design)
5 Days
T6 (Implementation)
10 Days

Dependencies

T2(M1)
T3(M2)
T3(M3)
T5(M4)

Figure 2 depicts the Gantt chart that illustrates the actual
project schedule. The chart lists the tasks to be performed on
the vertical axis, and time intervals on the horizontal axis.
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Figure 3: Viewpoints
Figure 2: The Gantt Chart

7. OTHER CONSTRAINTS
Risk Identification (RI) is an important process that pins out
all risks that might arise during system development which
would interrupt or even stop the advance in the project
processes. Risk is classified as low reasonably practical
(ALARP) system whose failure doesn't affect seriously the
business. The most obvious risk is the migration of data from
old and legacy systems to the new proposed information
system. This might be solved by means of data converters and
middleware that interface between the two software systems.
Other constrains reside in the programming standards in use.
As a result a standard CASE tool such as MS Visio is to be used
which implements and features all the common modeling
standards of the RUP. Furthermore, discussing programming
standards, the system is a sort of computer database with
integrated GUI and forms implemented under MS SQL Server
2017; while the programming language is C#.NET using the
.NET Framework 4.5.
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Figure 4: Context Model

8. DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS
A design specification is a comprehensive document
providing information about a designed product or system. It
includes all necessary drawings, diagrams, schemas, pseudocode, and algorithms. Figure 3 depicts the system's Viewpoints
which define a comprehensible set of views to be used in the
construction of the software system. Figure 4 depicts the
Context Models which define the boundary between the
system, or part of the system, and its environment, showing the
entities that interact with it. Figure 5 depicts the Use-Cases
which define actions and events as interactions between an
actor and the system itself to achieve a predefined goal. Figure
6 depicts the system's Data Flow diagrams which represent the
flow of data of processes inside the information system. Figure
7 depicts the User/System Interactions diagrams which show
the real interactions between users, actions, and data inside the
system.
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Figure 6 (b): Data Flow

Figure 5 (b): Uses-Cases
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Figure 6 (c): Data Flow

Figure 5 (c): Uses-Cases

Figure 7 (a): User/System Interactions

Figure 6 (a): Data Flow
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program, database, website, and software components through
writing algorithms, coding, and initial deployment.
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9. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This paper discussed the design of an information system
for a computer retail store business. Thorough and
comprehensive software engineering practices and principles
were used to design the various components of the proposed
system. They include the waterfall model as a software
development life cycle, functional and non-functional
requirements, business rules, project scheduling and planning,
and design specifications. Furthermore, several detailed
illustrations were presented as part of the software design, they
included drawings, diagrams, and schemas including but not
limited to Viewpoints, Context Models, Use-Cases, Data Flows,
and User/System Interactions.
As future work, the implementation phase is to be tackled
showing how the business requirements and design
specifications can be turned into a concrete executable
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